
171 Ladieu Road
Plaint ield, NH 03781
June 19, 2018

Zoning Board of Adjustment
Town of Plainfield

Dear Board Members:

We are writing to appeal the decision reached by the board regarding the Tomlinson variance
granted for 177 Ladieu Road, and are asking for one additional limitation.

As the board will recall, we requested as abutters that, if it were legal, some limit be placed on
the ownership of the business or variance, especially that it not be allowed to be passed to any
potential future purchasers of the property at 177 Ladieu Rd. John Tomlinson has publicly
expressed his willingness to discontinue the business prior to any sale of the property, but as his
current statement of willingness would not be legally enforceable if in the future there were a
change of plans, we feel it would be more reasonable to make this a part of the zoning variance
officially. John stated in a recent conversation that he would have no problem with an
amendment to the current variance limiting it to the current owner. We feel that such an
amendment would decrease the long-term impact on us, and if some limitation on ownership or,
if this were not legal, some time limit (such as 5 years) could be added to the decision, would
make this a more balanced compromise for the nearest neighbors.

It is our understanding that such a limitation (of ownership) was under favorable discussion by
the board at one time, so we are hoping that this one thing can be added to the variance
decision. We think we have been reasonable in our dealings with this difficult situation, and
believe that the limitation we are continuing to request would make the variance more
reasonable and decrease the impact on us as abutters.

Sincerely,

A
Andrea Brown and Reed Brozen Jen and John Houde





June 17, 2018

To The Town Of Plainfield Zoning Board Of Adjustment,

Please include this letter as part of Case 18-0 2.

Regarding the permission granted please let this serve to affirm my previously
stated intention to relinquish the allowed use of operating a portable sanitation
business at 177 Ladieu Road should we sell the property.

Respectfully,

John Tomlinson


